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[Editors' oote: The draft meeting

minutes summarized here were
provided by Elizabeth Brackett,
Academy Secretary.
A1tbough
the Executive Committee has not
formally approved them and will
oot have the opportunity until the
Denver
meeting, they are
presented in the interests of
timely infurmation exchange.]
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There is a disagreement between the
two boards on the qualifications for
taking exams. Differences need to be
discussed; President Cernber thOUght
that the best place for doing this
would be the Intersociety Task Force
on Credentialing.
He's been in
contact
with
Tom
Bresnehan
regarding the issue and it will be on
the agenda of their next meeting.
There are two subcommittees of this
task force, one dealing with standards
of practice and the other collecting
data for the basis of accreditation.
Both subcommittees are having a
difficult time. There are currently
about 108 different organizations
within the field of environmental and
occupational health and safety that
are credentialing organizations.

Presideat's Report

President Herman Cember reviewed a
number

of

issues

that

he

had

addressed during his tenure in the
past year and thought were important
for continued involvement.
included:

These

The primary item left over from last
year is the AAHP relationship with
the ABMP. A committee. chaired by

Joe Alvarez, was appointed to look
into this. A related issue is the
possible reciprocity of credentials for

The importance of expanding
training, Icn.ow/edge, and expertise
into the allied fields because of
downsizing: A recent article from
The Nuclear Plant Journal about
perspectives in the nuclear energy
business talks about reducing staffmg
levels. We should continue to make
efforts in our continuing education
programs to include a bigger
proportion of these programs in the
areas of industrial hygiene, such as
heat stress, confmed spaces, and
noise.

taking the exam between the ASIH
andABHP.
~

Greater outreach 10 the public and
the gOl'ernment to prevent politically
based detrimental public policy
decisions: President Cember noted
that he wrote letters to editors of
technical documents and newspapers
and to congressmen.
He got a

response on one that he had written to
the editor of a MIRD manual
regarding a statement that x-rays
caused cataracts and other things. He
alsO recommended that the Academy
fonn a committee to monitor science
textbooks.

Presideat-EIect's Report
President-elect Chuck Roessler had
submitted a written report that was in
the members' notebooks.
He has
spent a good bit of time organizing
committees and noted that he had
been involved in the industrial
hygiene issue discussed during
President Cember's report.

Treasurer's Report
Treasurer Tom Buh! referred the
members to his written report
contained in their materials.
He
thanked Cheryl Bikowski and Nancy
Johnson for their data management
support. He also noted that Jean St.
Germaine had done a great job. He
distributed an attachment with the
final budget numbers for discussion.
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He said last year had been great and
discussed the items in his report. An
intermediate
term
fund
was
formalized in September and is doing
quite well. We have 75% of OUT
investments in stock, which is the
ma)(imum allowed by our investment
policy, and 25% in bonds.
He
clarified that although the last
bulleted item said that an audit was
conducted. this was only a financial
review because a full audit is required

He suggested that we make another
contact to them similar to that 10
1990 and possibly every 10 years.

only once every three years.

Cember (Past President).

lastaUatioo 0(2000 Officers
President Cember officially installed
the new officers of the Executive
Committee: Dale Denham (Director),
Elizabeth
Brackett
(Secretary),
Charles Roessler (President), Lee
Booth (President-elect). and Herman

Program Director's Report

CODtiOWng EducatioD Committee

Program Director Nancy Johnson had
submitted a written report that was
among the members' materials. Lee
Booth asked about the continued
growth in the number of Non-active
CHPs: N. Johnson slated that the last
hig contact with these people was in
1990, giving them an opportunity to
"come back into the fold." She did
not know why the number was so
large but it was noted that an
individual is still certified if nonactive. She said that if someone
inquired about the status of an
individual she wou ld tell him or her if
the individual had not re-certified.

Chair L. Aldrich was not in
attendance but a written report had
been submitted for inclusion in the
members ' notebooks.

There was a discussion as to why
people would not want to re-certify
and how we could get them back. H.
Cember suggested that some people
might not re-certify because their
duties had changed to administrative
rather then technical. Individuals can
become active again by successfully
completing
their
certification
application for the current four-year
period.
Nancy Johnson said that
most of these people were retired; T.
Buhl that they might therefore have a
lot of experience and more time to
participate in committees.
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There was a discussion regarding the
two courses scheduled for the current
meeting.
One course had been
cancelled because of low enrollment,
but R. Toohey's internal dosimetry
class was well attended and had
received very favorable comments.
Tom Buhl asked about the possibility
of videotaping some of these classes
for income. There was discussion
about the Health Physics Society
taping classes, but it was thought that
these were for the History Committee.
Joe Alvarez stated that the University
of Cincinnati stores the tapes for the
BPS and handles their rental or sale.
It was recommended that the
Continuing Education Committee
review the merit of using tapes of
AAHP-sponsored classes as a
continuing education tool and a
historical tool. Rather than start our
own lending library we should
negotiate with the HPS.
CHPs
receive half the credit for viewing the
tapes as for attending the course.

2

Joe Alvarez was designated as the
liaison between AAHP and HPS
Continuing Education Committee; he
is currently a member of the
committee and is the incoming chair.
The issue of whether or not we should
pursue the taping of our courses and,
if so, the negotiation with the HPS is
referred back to the Academy
Continuing Education Committee.
Finaace Committee
Chair Tom Buhl referred to the
budget reports included in the
members' materials. In addition. he
distributed a graph of 1999
investments.
He stated that the
Academy has reached its long-term
goals for short and long-term funds
about three years ahead of schedule
and asked if we wanted to revise the
goals. Ed Maher suggested asking
our fmancial advisor. The Finance
Committee will be meeting with him
in April and they will discuss it with
him.
The collection of dues has been
changed to require payment once a
year, eliminating the option to pay
once every four years. This will
eliminate some instability in the
budget.
The budget will be put together soon.
with
requests
for
committee
budgetary needs going out in
February or March. The Finance
Committee will meet in April and will
present the budget for FY 200 1 at the
June meeting.
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Nominating Committee's 2000
Slate of CaDdidates
Chair John 8aum was not present but
a slate of candidates was included in
the members' materials.
Ruth

McBurney, who was a member of the
committee, noted that it was difficult
getting candidates this year. The
ballot must go out to Academy
members within 60 days of receipt of
the slate from the committee.
A motion (Maher, Booth) was made

to accept the nominees . The motion
was passed unanimously.
Professional Development
Committee
Chair Tom Essig reviewed the items
contained in the report in the
members' materials. Items discussed

included:
Tbe AAHP pays $5000 per year for

membership

in

the

Council

of

Engineering and Scientific Specialty
Boards (CES S).
George Vargo

agreed

to

gather

information

and

the

necessary

submit

the

application.

The CESS has an
annual meeting and it had been
decided in the past that the ABHP
should participate in these meetings.
George Vargo will attend this year's
meeting. The HPS RSO section has
reviewed the University Radiation
Safety Officer SQ/P developed by the
PDC twice.
There was some
discussion as to how to get this "in
the pipeline." The PDC will next
tackle the issue of promulgation and
we
hope
to
have
their
recommendations
by
the June
meeting. There was also discussion
about printing this for distribution.
Motion (Maher, Alvarez) to accept
SQIP as amended with the provision
that minor editorial changes are
permitted. The motion passed.

The report a lso addressed AAHP
fo lders for holding information for
prospective candidates.
There is
currently no budget for producing
these. A discussion of their need
ensued. Ruth McBurney noted that if
we wanted to encourage certification
at other meetings it would be nice to
have folders available to display at
other meetings, e.g., CRCPD rather
than at the HPS meeting. We can
keep them in reserve at the H PS
meeting and use them for selective
distribution.
The advice to the
Professional Development Committee
is to include it in their next budget
request.

Liaisons
CRCPO: Ruth McBurney discussed
a number of issues:
•

She didn't know if there had been
any more action taken on a jo int
meeting
between
HPS/AAHP/C RCPD, but we're
sti ll looking at the possibility.
All societies need to plan well in
advance and their meetings are at
different times of the year, so it
may be a midyear meeting. The
CRCPD plans to have a booth at
the next H PS meeting. and the
HPS will have one at the CRCPD
meeting.
The next CRCPD
meeting is the week of May 14 in
Tampa. The AAHP should have
a booth or at least materials
there. Chuck Roessler said that
the most reasonable course would
be for us to participate with the
HPS .
Ruth McBurney and
Nancy Johnson will follow up on
this and will try to find a CHP to
help man the booth.
The
Professional
Development
Committee will provide material.

•

The NRC has a directive to use
consensus standards.
The
CRCPD has been asked to
participate in the development of
consensus standards for areas
where standards don't currently
exist. Chuck Roessler noted that
standards are outside of the scope
of the AAHP if they go beyond
the SQlPs that we' re developing.
We' re interested in qualifications
of people who practice health
physics. If there are other areas
with a need for the qualifications
of individuals to practice this
branch of health physics, we can
get it on the agenda of the
appropriate committee.

Nancy Johnson thanked Tom Essig
and Jan Johnson, the outgoing POC
members, for all their work on the
booth setup and tear down during
their tenures.
Pro.....iooal SlaDdanls &

Ethics Committee
Chair John Kelly was not present but
a written report had been submitted.
Joyce Davis passed away during her
tenure as chair of the committee so
John Kelly, who had previous
experience with the committee, was
asked to become the acting chair for
the remainder of the year. Otto
Raabe was brought back onto the
committee and agreed to be the chair
for the coming year.
The
report
contained
two
recommendations. Gary Kephart will
draft a summary statement of the
SOP for the newsletter. The second
recommendation was to establish a
Joyce P. Davis Memorial Award.
Dale Denham will lead an ad hoc
committee to review and amplify this
recommendation and report back.

_I
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Is the Academy interested in
sponsoring
tralnmg
in
conjunction with CRCPD, i.e.,
putting on a course? The AAPM
has done this. This will be taken

under advisement at this point.
•

There was a discussion of the
allocation of funds for speeding
up the development and printing
of
the
folders
previously
discussed for availability at the
CRCPD meeting and possibly the

AIHA meeting in May.

A motion was made to allocate money
for 2000 folders, not to ex.ceed
$2000.
The motion
passed
unanimously .

A motion was made to cease
funding
the ABMP until a
reciprocal agreement is agreed
upon.
Ed Maher pointed out that the
strategy of the Academy is that
specialty
certification
IS
not
necessary .
Comprehensive
certification meets all of the HP
qualifications, together with the ethics
that we don' t practice in an area
where we are not qualified. We are
now supporting the ABMP effort to
develop a specialty exam fo r medical
health physics that will compete
directly with our exam and does not
follow our strategic plan.
We
currently support them by providing
$1000 per year. In return we get to
put two representatives on their
board.
Rich Vetter, who is the
Academy's liaison with the ABMP as
well as one of the two CHPs on the
board, joined the meeting for this
The meaning of a
discussion.
reciprocal agreement or reciprocity as
used in the motion was questioned.
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The ABMP accepts part I of the
ABHP exam. The ABHP has not yet
offered anything in return.
T he
argument for participation in the
ABMP exam was that we would try
to get people who aren't certified by
ABH.P certified by the ABMP. Many
people in medical health physics feel
that much of the infonnation on the
ABHP exam is not applicable to
them, similar to the argument used
for the power reactor specialty in the
past. We're making sure that CHPs
have input to the exam and that it
meets our minimum standards. Joe
Alvarez stated that his ad hoc
committee was supposed to have been
working on a white paper addressing
this issue but he had not previously
understood all of the factors and
individuals involved. The committee
will continue work on a position
paper to be presented at the June
meeting. After much discussion, tbe
motion failed.
Newsletter Editors
Editor Gary Kephart was present and
referred to his report included in the
members' information packets. He
discussed a few additional items:
•

•

He noted that his deadline is
typically about five weeks prior
to publication for the monthly
CHP column and about six weeks
for the CHP News where there is
an insert to the HPS newsletter.
Transition: Gary and Steve Rima
are the editors of the newsletter.
Gary has been the editor-in-chief
for a while. Steve Rima will
eventually take over while Gary
trains someone else as an
associate editor to eventually take
over.

4

•

Steve is planning to attend the
Denver meeting where this will be
discussed
furt her.
Gary
anticipates the transition to take
place before that meeting.
Report of the American Board
of Health Physics

ABHP Chair Ed Maher went through
each item in his report that was
included in the members' packets.
The Part I pass rate was discussed.
It typically does not vary much from
year to year but it was considerably
lower than average this year. The
Board investigated this issue but did
not arrive at a definitive conclusion.
The report contains a discussion of
the items they investigated.
This was the first year that a formula
and constant sheet was used with the
Part 2 exam. Ed plans to write a
newsletter article asking if this was
useful. The feedback he's received so
far says it was not. Herman Cember
wanted some items more clearly
defined on the fonnula sheet. There
was a discussion regarding who could
change the sheet. The Panel chair
reviews everything and
passes
recommendations to the Board, but
others
can
also
make
recommendations.
The nominations for new Board
members will appear on the June
agenda.
its fall meeting, the Board
reformatted its Procedure and Policy
Manuals to support its application to

At

the CESB.
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An ad hoc committee was a lso
formed to consider the merits of
retaining Part II quest ions.
The
Board is exploring the option of
retammg Part II Examinations
(collecting all Part II Examination
booklets after the exam and releasing
only a controlled portion of the
questions. if any) in order to provide
more consistent testi ng results from
year to year.
Those in favor of
retaining rights to this intellectual
property claim that reusing questions
that statistically perform well,
without major modification of the
question, may be difficult if the

questions arc in the public domain.
Preparing the Part II Examination
from scratch every year results in
questions that have been reviewed by

peers but not performance-tested in
an actual examination setting. Those
opposed to the concept of retaining
Part II Examinations cite the
importance of using previous years'
examinations as a platform for
studying for the Part II Examination.
In
addition,
retammg
the
examinations can be perceived by
some as being elitist and may not
assist in professional development of
entry-level health physicists.
The ABHP is unique in its approach
to the Part II Examination. Most
examination boards have long ago
adopted machine-scored examinations
with questions that are closely held as
intellectual property . The ABHP is
in the process of reviewing its
examination specifications against
current standards and will be
receiving a report from its testing
consultant in the spring.
Any
changes in examination format or
content will likely take 2-3 years to
implement and will be widely
published to all affected parties.

Accreditation of Academic
HPPrograms
Dale Denham read excerpts from the
1999-2000 report from the Academic
Education Committee, Richard Brey,
chair. It requested the HPS Board
approve and authorize submittal of
the
HPS
application
to the
Accreditation Board for Engineering
and Technology (ABET) to become
the cognizant technical society
responsible
for
the
academic
accreditation of health physics.
The
accreditation
subcommittee
unanimously voted to use ABET as
the accrediting body for health
physics accreditation.
The HPS
Board voted to apply to ABET as a
cognizant technical society in order to
assist with the accreditation process.
The cost is $7400 per year; the
AAHP contributed $1000 to this
effort. If the application is accepted
it will be about two years before
institutions can start applying for
accreditation. Nineteen universities
expressed interest. Chuck Roessler
spoke with Richard Brey to let him
know that the Academy felt they were
stakeholders in this issue also. He
said that if the Board approves this,
the next step would be to establish
ties with the Academy and ANS.
This will be an agenda item for June.

Process for Selecting New
Committee Members
Herman Cember would like to change
the process for selecting committee
members so new people can get
involved. Wants to get young people
with no experience involved. The
current process generally involves
selecting people you know on the
volunteer list first, and asking others
about the people you don' t know.

•

This perpetuates the "old buddy"
network. One suggestion discussed
was to put names in a hat and draw
them out. The President-elect agreed
to keep this concern in mind when
selecting committee members.
Strategic Plan Follow-up
Chuck Roessler noted that the
strategic plan was approved m
January 1999. Implementation hasn' t
been looked at adequately. The plan
needs to be brought to the attention of
the various committees. He asked
President-elect Booth to chair an ad
hoc committee to revIew these
documents and identify areas where
we should begin the action programs.
The committee is also to include
Herman Cember.
Health Physics as a Discipline and
Interdisciplinary Relatiooships
This item was deferred until June.
Chuck Roessler noted that there were
a lot of threads in this meeting that
relate to this issue, such as title
protection, task force, · relationships
with other societies. Chuck charged
everyone to think about this - do we
need a standing or ad hoc committee
for interdisciplinary and peripheral
organization relationships; do we
need a lot of other liaisons? Herman
Cember volunteered to be the liaison
with
the
industrial
hygiene
organizations because he is involved
with them. Chuck will correspond
with their respective presidents to see
if they want to make it a two-way
relationship.

SEE YOU IN DENVER !!
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Question Writing For Part I
The Part 1 Exam Panel is always
looking for good multiple choice
questions to add to the exam bank.
Acceptance of the question into the
exam bank wi ll be awarded
certification maintenance continuing
education credits (CECs). (Submittal

of copy of written acceptance from
the ABHP Exam Panel is required for
credit: I CEC per Part I question, 4

per Part II question with a maximum
16 per re-certification cycle.) Part 1
questions are reviewed at the annual
Exam Panel meeting in November.
The questions must be approved for
inclusion in the bank; awarding of
CECs has no bearing on whether
items mayor may not appear on the
exam.
Questions about instrumentation,
operational health physics and non·
ionizing radiation are especially
needed.
Questions should be
designed so that the well--qualified
candidate will be able to answer it
correctly.
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The minimally qualified candidate for
Part I is profiled as having: a BS in
Health Physics and I year experience;
a BS in the physical sciences, biology
(with a minor in the physical sciences
or equivalent) or engineering and 2
years experience; or a MS in Health
Physics or a MS in the physical
sciences, biology (with a minor in the
physical sciences or equivalent) or
The
candidate
engineering.
experience is reviewed to verify
involvement in workplace analytical
problem solving on a professional
level.
The ABHP question consists of a
premise followed by five choices,
only one of which is correct. A brief
narrative, explanation of calculations
and a reference if possible, should be
included for both the correct answer
and the distracters.
The basic format consists of a stem
followed by five choices. The stem
may be either a statement to be
completed or a question.
All
information common to all answers
should be included in the stem.
Insure that all of the choices are
grammatically correct. Avoid:
\) All of the above
2) None of the above
3) Not enough information given to
determine the answer
4) Combination answers, such as (a)
and (b) above.
5) The best answer is:
Construction of the stem is extremely
It should contain
important.
sufficient information to answer the
questions, but knowledge of basic
health physics does not have to be
included. Creating an effective stem
will make construction of the
distracters easier.
6

A void obscure words and nonsense
terms.
The correct answer must be
unequivocally
correct
and
the
distracters must be plausible but
unequivocally wrong. All answers
should be about the same length and
avoid buzzwords that might give
away the correct answer. The use of
action verbs is a good idea.
The incorrect answers must be
absolutely wrong, unless the stem
asks for the best answer.
No
distracter should be ridiculous. Trick
questions must be avoided; the goal is
to ensure that the well-qualified
candidate will select the correct
answer. Do not use synonyms as
distracters.
When writing calculation questions,
look for reasonable distracters and do
not always put 2 higher and 2 lower
then the correct answer.
Each
distracter in calculations shou ld be
obta ined by a logical mistake, such as
a mathematical error.
For typical questions, check out the
exam prep guide at
htlj) :/lhps 1.orw'aahp/abhp/prepmanl
prepman.htm
A listing of references is also at this
site.

???
If the preceding article looks familiar,
it is because we have run it before. It
was determined that it bore repeating
since both good questions and
continuing education credits are
always hard to come by. - the editors

???
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Contemplating an
lnitial-ectomy
The typical boot hill epitaph might

read "What's·His-Name. R.I.P ."

If

three initia ls is enough to take us into
the afterli fe, maybe we shouldn't need

too many more to survive in this li fe.?
Jimmy
Carter
thOUght
ending
reprocessing would limit weapons
proliferation. Do you suppose if we

went after photocopying we could
impact
credential
proliferation?
There are times when CHP is short

for "can't help pondering.

II

The 1999 membership opinion survey
conducted within the Academy
included
the
entry : "M utually
supportive relationships should be
pursued
with
those
certifying

agencies in allied safety professions,
and other forms of reciprocity should
be pursued in the continuing
educationlr~erti fication
area."
There was general consensus of
agreement with this proposition, and,
in fact the upcoming Denver meeting
o f the HPS will include an emphasis
on continuing education courses
having an industrial hygiene bent
overlapping into the professional
practice of health physics.
O n the other hand, the recent
Academy efforts to build appropriate
reciprocity and involvement with the
American Board of Medical Physics
has produced sign ificant backlash
amongst some of our respected
colleagues in the medical health
physics community and consensus
seems a distant goal.
The American Board of Industrial
Hygiene recently announced its intent
to begin offering of an "associatelevel" industrial hygiene certification:

T he "certified associate industria l
hygienist." They report that it is
targeted at "E HS professionals who
do not practice IH a majority of thei r
tota l work time as well as those who
primarily functi on in a single IH
rubric area s uch as air pollution,
ergonomics, health physics, etc. and
do not meet the CI H requirement for
broad-scope IH work experience."
I was personally a little amazed that
they would rate four initials [CAIH1,
clearly implying greater importance
than the three awarded for C IH.
You're thinking: But one more does
not make a "proliferation". To that I
say : YOU'RE RIGHT ... We already
had out-of~ontrol credentialing in the
HS&E professions before this recent
AB IH announcement.
There's the
certified safety professional, the
registered sanitarian, the certified
hazardous materials manager, the
certified hazard control manager, the
certified professional ergonomist, the
qualified environmental professiona l,
and lots more I can neither remember
nor spell.
Steve Rima reports that there is an
effort underway to develop a new
ANSI Standard on competence and
certification in the safety industry . It
is designated ANSI Z590, "Criteria
fo r
Establishing
Levels
of
Competence and Certification in the
Safety Profession." The AIHA and
ASSE
are
apparently
both
represented but Steve was uns ure
what other organizations were
involved in this industry consensus
standard's development.
The National Safety Council has
recently created a certified utility
safety
administrator
program
intended to recognize the skills o f
safety personnel at uti lity companies,
7
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with
CUSA
certification
via
exami nation scheduled to have rolled
out around May 31 of this year. Last
fa ll the certi fied safety profess ionals
a lso initiated a specialty examination
in ergonomics available to current
CSPs.
The unscrupulous could
probably pick initials at random to
list after their names and find they've
hit on an actual existing credential
acronym.
A

January

Occupational

1999
article
10
Hazards magazine

announced the rationale for creation
of another credential in safety
management, the certi fied safety and
health manager (CS HM ). If I saw
that on a vanity license plate - I'd
think of a John Wayne movie - not
another health and safety colleague.
Some would probably argue that the
model for C HP interface with the
ABMP
and
other
N RRPT,
credentialing organizations involved
with the professional practice of
health physics and health physics
specialties might differ from the
appropriate organizational interaction
with global and peripheral credentials
such as safety, ergonom ics, or waste
management. For example, there is
that elite group of Ph.O.'s, MO's, and
the occasional lawyer that we proudly
count among the CH P membership.
It could be argued that the CS Ps and
C IH s with dual C HP credentials have
simi larly demonstrated they are
capable of fu nction ing at the
professiona l level in more than one
profession.
To their credit, the American Society
of Safety Engineers (ASSE) convened
representatives of many of the
recognized
safety,
health
and
environmental credentials to initiate a
dialog
around
organizationa l
interaction
and
presumably,
June 2000
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credential "di lution".
Herman
Cember
and
Ruth
McBurney
represented the Academy in these
discussions, including some face-toface meetings about a year ago. It
remai ns unclear whether these initial
meetings produced sufficient common
ground for any group initiatives to
move forward.
The current labor market trend seems
to be a pendulum swing towards
generalists
and
"multiwtasking"
environmental safety and health
It is difficult to
professionals.
forecast whether or when it might
swmg
back
toward
specialty
disciplines.
We CHPs still have a
hardy core of spectroscopists and
dosimetrists who manage to earn a
paycheck while seldom venturing into

other health physics rubrics, much
less
into
the
other
safety,
environmental,

and

hygiene

disciplines.
However, it has also
been my observation that we have
recently lost many of these specialists
to the information technology fields.
So where is this article going? It is
simply a reminder of the challenge we
all face as professionals. That other
credential you are considering
may
advance your
attempting
standing or your earnings as a
professional (or just your own selfsatisfaction). All of those may be
valid reasons. At some point, there
are too many initia ls after your name
for anyone to place much importance
in the C HP. When that occurs, you
have to ask yourself whether you still
place the same pride and importance
in the credential that you once did.
Maybe with those RIP initials in
mind, the importance you attribute to
the CHP is all that really matters.
Gary Kephart
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The HPS Video Library
In view of the e,'er tightening travel
and training budgets, all C HPs should
be aware that the Health Physics
Society is working toward availability
of a videotape library from past
meeting training sessions, housed at
of C incinnati.
the
University
Additional information is available at
the HPS web site at URL:
http://www.hps.orglaboutthesociety/
historyandmission/ourheritage.cfm
This is primarily a video tape
collection. It is relatively new having
begun as a means for preserving both
the tapes and handouts developed for
the Professional Enrichment and
Continuing Education programs at
both annual meetings and topical
symposia. In addition, it contains a
few much earlier video tapes such as
of Early
Radiation
"Vignettes
Workers" and may eventually expand
beyond tapes.
The collection is in process of being
moved from San Diego State
University. A mechanism is being
readied for renting out or otherwise
using the collection. It is to be
operated by "Trefoil ", the student
branch of the HPS in C incinnati. The
Academy/Board continuing education
procedure already allows utilization
of videotaped courses with credit to
be awarded at one-ha lf the credit
value assigned for attendance at the
original class. As more courses are
taped, this will also provide some
relief from the frustration that
inevitably results when both the
technical topics you are most
interested in are scheduled in the
same time slot.
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According
to
the
web
site
information, details of library access
can be obtained from:
Henry B. Spitz, Ph.D.
Center for Radiological
Assessment and
Measurement,
University ofCiocinnati,
PO Box 210072,
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0072,
phone (513) 556-2003 ,
fax (5 13) 556-3390.
Note: The teaching materials and
audiovisuals from the summer
schools are archived by the HPS
Continuing Education Committee.
Several books have resulted from
these summer courses. Contact the
Executive Secretariat or the current
chairperson of the Continuing
Education Committee for details.

MISSING IN ACfION
The Academy does not have current
addresses or information on the
following people who were certified
by the American Board of Health
Physics.
If you have a current
address
or
any
information
concerning any of the fo llowing
people, please contact Nancy Johnson
at the Secretariat office, 703 -7901745 extension 25, or email :
ojohnson@burkinc.com.
Boone M. Bowen, Certified in 1963
Robert Catlin, Certified in 1960
Gordon Dunning, Certified in 1960
Cornelius Gannon, Certified in 1986
Eric Geiger, Certified in 1960
William Kennedy, Certified in 196 1
Joseph B. Owen, Certified in 1963
WiI1iam Pavlicek, Certified in 1978
Rick Raguse, Certified in 1993
Robert Shalek, Certified in 1960
Gerald T rimble, Certified in 1983
Jensen Young, Certified in 1969
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REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE
Health Physicist
Job Task Analysis
Questionnaire
A job-task analysis questionnaire has
been constructed using input of a
consultant expert in order to rebaseline the appropriate content of
the AB~P examination. Part of the
technical under-pinning of the CHP
credential requires that we sample
across the breadth of our profession
on a reasonable frequency to
detennine whether the fundamental
activities
that
make-up
our
professional lives have changed.
The ASH P examination "blueprint" is
then structured as a reflection of these
activities
and
their
relative
importance in contributing as a
professional health physicist. For this
reason, the questionnaire is very
important in shaping the future of the
certification process.
Likewise, a
statistically representative crosssection response from current CHPs
is crucial.
The form takes
approximately 2 hours to complete
and 4 continuing education credits
will be awarded to those CHPs who
return a completed questionnaire.

If you haven't received it, call the
Secretariat; it you haven't submitted
it, please do so.
All active CHPs are encouraged to
participate in the job task analysis as
a critical mechanism in maintaining
the validity of our credentialing
process.

WORDSMITH WANTED
Editor,
CHP News aDd "CHP Corner"
The AAHP Nominating Committee is
seeking candidates for the position of
Editor of the CHP News and "CHP
Corner." The CHP News is the
newsletter of the AAHP. Currently,
it is published semi-annually and codistributed with the June and
December ISSUes of the HPS
Newsletter. The "CHP Corner" is a
fu ll-page column published in the
HPS Newslelter in the remaining
months. The purpose of the Academy
editors is to act as a communication
conduit
for
dissemination
of
information, primarily to the AAHP
membership, but also to the larger
health physics profession.
At the suggestion of past Editor-in-

chief Nancy Daugherty, the current
editors, Gary Kephart and Steve
Rima have developed a rolling
transition plan under which an
incumbent, following appointment by
the Academy leadership, would have
a period of mentoring as an Associate
Editor, gradually assume ultimate
responsibility for the publications and
associated
deadlines,
and
subsequently step aside from that role
to become the mentor for a future
replacement.
This arrangement is also intended to
allow some "back-up" for vacation
relief, pre-deadline arm-twisting, and
other exigencies.
Steve has
committed to assume the Editor-inChief role. Having held down the
position for about 3 years, Gary is
ready to help another CHP prepare to
eventually take the reins from Steve.
The duration of this editorial
commitment will be left to mutual

_I

agreement between Steve and the
incumbent; both serve subject to
annual
reappointment
by
the
Academy President.
Current functions of the
include the following:

Editor

Attending, in a non-voting status, the
AAHP
Executive
Committee
meetings held at the Annual and Midyear meetings of the HPS; Remaining
current as to the activities of the
AAHP and the ASHP; Writing and
soliciting articles for publication in
the CHP News and "CHP Corner";
Providing typing, editing, and
formatting for these publications;
Preparing and submitting budget
requests to the AAHP Finance
Committee; and Submitting the CHP
News and "CHP Corner" on schedule
to the HPS Newsletter for printing
and distribution.
Candidates will preferably:
•

•

be knowledgeable of the Academy
and its activities;
have strong verbal and written
oommunications skills;
be persistent and tenacious;
be deadline oriented;
be willing to devote the time to the
task;
have reliable e-mail access; and

•

be ABHP certified.

•
•
•

•

If you have questions concerning this
position, you may contact Gary
Kephart (217-935-888 1, x4211).
Please submit applications by
September I, 2000 to the Academy
Nominating Committee Chairman:
William Seck,
Oak Ridge Assoc University
POBox 117
Oak R;dge, TN 37831
(423)576-5031 Work
(423)241 -3497 FAX
beckj@orau.gov
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•
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
HEALTH PHYSICS

NOTE: Tenn expires at the end of the
year indicated.
PRESIDENT
Charles E. Roessler (>01)

Route 1, Box 139H
Elysian , MN 56028
(507)362-8958 W
(507)362-45 13 FAX
ceroessl@rrontiemet.net

PRESIDENT·ELECT
Leroy F. Booth (>02)
3 12 Andover Coon
Streamwood. IL 60107
(630)830-5039 H
boothium@aol .com

DIRECTORS
Joseph L. Alvarez (>01)
Auxier & Associates Inc
10317 Technology Dr, #1
Knoxville, TN 37932
(865)675-3669 Work
(865)675-3677 FAX
jalvareZ@auxier.com
Edward F. Maher (>00)
Duke Engineering & Services
Solomon Pond Park
400 Donald Lynch Blvd
Marlborough, MA 01752
(978)568-2522 W",k
(978)568-2520 FAX
efmaher@dukeengineering.com

PAST PRESIDENT
Hennan Cember ('OO)
2 119 Birch Lane
Lafayette. IN 47905

(765}496·1874 VVork
(765)496-1 377 FAX
(765)474-7169 Home
(765)474-4490 Hom. FAX
ccmberh@purdue.edu
ccmbersh@aol.com
SECRETARY
Elizabeth M. Brackett (>02)
3257 Robin s Trace
Akron. OH 443 19

(330)644-3757 W",klFAX
brackett@bright.net

TREASURER
Thomas E. Suh 1(>0 I )

Los Alamos National Lab
Group ESH-4. MS 0761
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505)665-8176 W

(505)665-6071 FAX
tbuh l@lanl.gov

George E. Chabot, Jr. ('00)
University of Mass al Lowell
Radiation Laboratory
I University Avenue
Lowell, MA 01854
(978)934-3288 Work
(978)44 1-0934F AX
George_Chabot@uml .edu
Dale H. Denham (>02)
Bechtel Hanford Inc., L5-64
33 50 George Washington Way
Richland. WA 99352
(509)376-8550 Work
(509)373-1514 FAX
dhdenham@bhi-erc .com
Michael J. Slobodien ('00)
GPU Nuclear, Inc.
Oyster Creek NGS
Forked River. NJ 0873 1
(609)971-4709 Work
(609)97 1-4627 FAX
mslobodien@gpu.com

Gary S. Kephart. Associate Editor
1418 Courtland Avenue
Normal , IL 6176 1
(2 17)935-888 1 ext. 4211 Work
(217)935-4279 FAX
Gary_Kephart@illinoispower.com
WEBMASTER
E. Scott Medling
So. California Edison
POBox 128
San Clemente, CA 92674-01 28
(949)368-7492 Work
(949)368-7575 FAX
med1ines@songs.sce.com
AAHP LIA ISONS
ABMP:
Kenneth L. Miller
Health Physics Office
Hershey Medical Center
Hershey, PA 17033
(717)531 -8027 W
(7 17)53 1-3641 FAX
kmiller@psu.edu
Richard J. Vetter
Mayo Clinic
Medical Sciences B-28
Rochester, MN 55905
(507)284-4408 W
(507)284-01 50 FAX
Rvetter@Mayo.edu
CRCPO,
Ruth E. McBurney
Texas Dept. of Health
Bureau of Rad Control
1100 W 49th Street
Austin, TX 78756
(512)834-6689 Work
(512)834-6716 FAX
ruth.mcbumey@ldh .stale.tx.us

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Nancy Johnson

American Academy of Health Physics
13 13 Dolley Madison Blvd. Sle. 402
Mclean. VA 22101

(703)790- 1745 ext . 25 Work
(703)790-2672 FAX
njohnson@burkinc.com
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NEWSLETTER EDITORS
Steven D. Rima
3202 Primrose Court
Grand Junction, CO 81 506
(970)248-6787 W",k
(970)248-6040 FAX
steven .rima@doegjpo.com
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COMMITTEE CHAIRS - 2000

HPS,

NomiDatiac

Francis X. Masse

William Beck, Chair (>0 I)
Oak Ridge Assoc: Univ

MIT
PQBox95
Middleton, MA 01949
(6 17)253-9217 W
(617)253-9624 FAX

_I

ABHP Part II PaDel

POBoxl)?
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
(423)576·503 1 Work
(423)241-3497FAX

fxm @bates.mit.edu

beckj@o.-a.u.gov

NRRYT,
Paula Trinoskey

Professio.al Otvtlopment

5670 Weaver Place
Oakland, CA 946 19
(5 10)422-2340 W
(510)422-3325 FAX

1918 Harris Avenue
Richland, WA 99352
(509)946-0410 ext 112 W",k
(509)946-4412 FAX

paulatrin@llnl .gov

mmoeller@3-cities.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRS - 2000

Professiollal St..dints" Ethics
Otto G. Raabe, Chair (>02)

Appuls

lnst of Tax & Eo vir Health, Univ of

Jay A. Maclellan, Chair ('00)
138 Sherman
Richland, WA 99352
(509)376-7247 W
(509)372-2665 FAX

Calif
Davis, CA 95616

Matthew P. Moeller, Chair ('00)

(530)752-7754 Wo.-k
(530)758-6140 FAX

Brian M. Methe, Chair
45 Omega Terrace
Latham, NY 12110-1957
(5\8)525-18 12 W",k

chp91 @juno.com
bmethe@mercycare.c:om
Robert W. Fairchild, Vice Chair
5310 Adams Street
Lincoln, NE 68504-2253
(402)465-2253 W",k
(402)465-2179 FAX

rwf@nebrwesleyan.edu
James S. Willison, Past Chair
TetraTech
900 Trail Ridge Road
Aiken, SC 29803
(803)649-7963 W",k
(803)642-8454 FAX
willisonj@ttnus.com (work)
willison@ifx.net(horne)

ograabe@ucdavis.edu

ja_maclellan@pn1.gov

AB"P Part I Paael
COIIlia.illle Edlttalion
Lester K. Aldrich, Chair ('01)
656 Chestnut Avenue
Richland, WA 99352
(509)376-4139 W",k
(509)376-2683 FAX

laldrich@gte.net

Ellen Hochheiser. Chair
3500 N Harrison Road
Tucson, AZ 85749
(520)626-7215 Work
(520)626-2583 FAX

HochheiS@u.arizona.edu
(520)760-8760 Hom.

Exam Site
Don D. Honey, Chair (>00)
429 Fiesta A venue
Davis, CA 95616
(916)322-4237 Wo.-k
(9 16)324-36 10 FAX
dhoney@ix.netcom .com

Fi.aate
Thomas E. Buhl, Chair (>01)
Los A1amos National Lab
Group ESH-4, MS G761
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505)665-8176 W
(505)665-6071 FAX
Tbuhl@lanl .gov

ellen_hochheiser@prodigy.net
Richard E. Toohey, Vice Chair
ORISE

140 E. Vance Road
POBox 117

Oak Ridge. TN 37831-0117
(423)576-3448 Work
(423)576-8673 FAX

tooheyr@orau.gov
Richard F. Haaker, Past Chair
11024 Montgomery NE PMBN294
A1buq""que, NM 87111
(505)298-7415 WorkIHom.
(505)299-1914 FAX
pager; 939-6398

aqsafety@nm.net
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